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Pick n Pay assisted UCT with a further 6 000 crates over the past weekend, to help salvage and restore the damaged academic resources from the historic Jagger Library, bringing the total number of ...
Pick n Pay donates 8000 crates to help in salvaging UCT academic material
We have lost irreplaceable knowledge with the destruction of the African Studies Library and Rare Books collections at the University of Cape Town. It should be a wake-up call for all of us that we ...
Fire and the sword: African conversations about book conservation are needed to prevent further literary loss
Matric Results Require Careful Scrutiny! Saturday, 2 January 2016. In three days, on Tuesday 5 January at 6pm, the 2015 matric results will be announced. Each year E ...
2015 matric results: What to look out for - EE
UCT comes to terms with the exact damage caused by a runaway fire. Research on black agricultural development is also feared to be destroyed.
UCT fire: Did historic notes on black farmers catch fire?
This volume contains contributions that consider new approaches to three areas: the documentation of rock art; its interpretation using indigenous knowledge; ...
Working with Rock Art: Recording, presenting and understanding rock art using indigenous knowledge
Superhighways' used by a population of up to 6.5 million Indigenous Australians to navigate the continent tens of thousands of years ago have been revealed by new research using sophisticated ...
Mapping the 'superhighways' travelled by the first Australians
Introduction Universal Health Coverage is not only about access to health services but also about access to high-quality care, since poor experiences may deter patients from accessing care. Evidence ...
‘The nurse did not even greet me’: how informed versus non-informed patients evaluate health systems responsiveness in South Africa
CNN'S AMANPOUR. Interview With Former U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson; Interview With Journalist Rebecca Traister; Vaccine Nationa ...
CNN'S AMANPOUR
In the early 1990s, South Africa adopted key aspects of Australia’s ‘Creative Nation’ cultural policy and the outward-looking ideas were what underpinned the successive Mandela and Mbeki presidencies.
The rise and fall of South African cultural policy: The lessons we learnt from Australia (and then forgot)
Researchers used advanced modelling to predict how humanity settled 'Sahul' - the land formed when Australia and New Guinea were linked by low sea levels.
Mapping Australia's ancient 'superhighways': Scientists reveal the most common paths that up to 6.5MILLION Indigenous people took while travelling across the continent 70,000 ...
Over the last few years, the ways in which we perceive and document rock art have shifted irreversibly. Prehistoric rock art played little part in the ...
Carving a Future for British Rock Art: New Directions for Research, Management and Presentation
A central concept in work on math education is math anxiety, defined as worry or concern about doing math, learning about math, and being evaluated on one's math ability. There is ...
Psychology Today
Recent studies reveal surprising changes in the Ross Sea region, a choke-point in ocean circulation. David Williams reports ...
Into the abyss: Probing Antarctica’s waters raises questions, uncertainty
Here are the latest updates about COVID-19, the disease caused by the novel coronavirus, in North Carolina. 5:57 p.m. Wake County Public Health will explore feelings of anxiousness regarding everyday ...
North Carolina vaccine providers will use Pfizer or Moderna to cover appointments for Johnson & Johnson vaccine
Laboratory studies have shown that rats can contract coronavirus ... Hopeful trend' as cases fall in U.S. U.S. Covid-19 cases fell 10pc over the past week, signaling a "hopeful trend" even as wide ...
Coronavirus latest news: Mask-free summer ahead, say government advisers
The founding of Earth Day in 1970 is inextricably tied to Santa Barbara, where a disastrous oil spill the year before fired up the nation’s environmental hackles and led to the creation of the ...
Fresh Faces of Environmental Action for Earth Day
On behalf of the entire ArchDaily team, we are excited to share this collection of 2017's most visited projects, products, and articles. Together with our curated selection of the year's most relevant ...
Architecture News
Superhighways' used by a population of up to 6.5 million Indigenous Australians to navigate the continent tens of thousands of years ago have been revealed by new research using sophisticated ...
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